
6-153 Trigun Badlands Full Movie Movie 14P Dub Vash the Stampede is heading towards Macca City. Rumours say a legendary thief with a huge bounty might be there....

6-153 Confucius Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 Eden of the East the Movie 1: The King of Eden Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 Dragon Age: Dawn of the Seeker Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 Shakugan no Shana 4 Series 14P Dub

6-153 Tales of Vesperia Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 Appleseed XIII 4 Series 14P Dub
6-153 .hack//Quantum 4 Series 14P Sub While playing in The World R:X, three characters get lost while on a quest.

6-153 Ichi Full Movie Movie MP Dub

6-153 Vexille Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 Hal Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 King of Thorn Full Movie Movie 14P Dub

6-153 Heaven's Lost Property: Angeloid of Clockwork Full Movie Movie 14P Dub
6-153 Akira Full Movie Movie 14P Dub 31 years after WWIII, a top secret child with amazing mental powers breaks free from custody.

6-156 Guilty Crown 10 Series 14P Dub

6-156 The Slayers 6 Series 14P Dub

6-156 Case Closed (Detective Conan) 18 Series 14P Dub

6-156 Sailor Moon Season 1 Series AP Dub

6-156 Attack on Titan 12 Series MP Dub

6-136 Soul Eater 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 .hack//Roots 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 Speed Grapher 4 Series MP Dub

6-136 Is This a Zombie of the Dead? 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 High School DxD 4 Series 14P Dub

In an age of war, Confucius uses his wisdom and cunning to defeat his enemies and help his allies. When his home is threatened by an 
invading army, the people turn to him to defend the country.

After the events of Eden of the East, Akira disappears and Saki heads to New York City to find him. The Battle Royale that raged in Japan 
now makes its way to America. Just what is the mastermind behind this game up to?

The Chantry is a religious group that is trying to bring peace to a world dominated by magic. They spread their influence with their Templar 
warriors, but also have an elite group known as the Seekers.

Unknown to most humans is a parallel world where the Crimson Denizens come from to consume people’s life energy. People called 
Flame Hazes protect humanity by defeating the Crimson Denizens. Yuuji’s life changes completely when he is attacked by a Crimson 
Denizen and saved by the Flame Haze Shana.

The world currently relies on aer to keep things running and demon-beasts out of the towns and cities. When abnormal activity starts to 
affect the aer and mutated beasts start attacking people, Yuri Lowell and Flynn Scifo investigate.

Olympus is the last city standing in the aftermath of a devastating war. A special military force led by Deunan Knotts protects the city from 
the terrorists known as the Argonauts.

Ichi is a blind samurai who is in search of the one who taught her long ago. Along the way she encounters various people, both good and 
bad.

Japan is a world leader in robotics and has done extensive research into robotic enhancements within humans. When the UN bans 
robotics development, Japan closes itself off. Ten years later, the U.S. sends a group of agents to infiltrate Japan and find out what kind of 
technology they have developed.

Kurumi was devastated when she lost her boyfriend, Hal, in an airplane accident. A robot was created to take Hal’s place, but can Kurumi 
and this new Hal ever have the same relationship as the original?

In the midst of a viral epidemic, a plan is devised to put 160 people into a deep sleep until a cure can be found. When they awake, they 
find that the world is no longer as they remember; it is now inhabited by monsters.

Tomoki has always dreamed of an angel coming down from the heavens, but he never expected his dream to actually come true. After a 
black hold in the sky known as the New World appears, a girl descends from the heavens and is rescued by Tomoki. She now does all she 
can to fulfill her new master’s desires.

Ten years ago, the Apocalypse Virus caused untold destruction in what became known as Lost Christmas. Now, Japan is ruled by a 
military organization called GHQ. A small group of freedom fighters call Funeral Parlour try to free Japan and enlist the help of Shuu 
Ouma, who has obtained the Power of Kings.

Lina Inverse is a young sorceress that follows her desires, whether it be eating food, finding treasures, or just plain fighting people.  After 
stealing one particular treasure and teaming up with a swordsman named Gourry, a mysterious group begins to follow them.

Solving mysteries is Shinichi Kudou’s passion, but when he gets caught up with a criminal organization, he somehow finds himself in the 
body of a seven-year-old. Undeterred by his physical form, he continues to solve mysteries as Conan Edogawa.

Serena was just an ordinary schoolgirl until she helped a strange black cat with a crescent moon on its forehead. When a monster attacks, 
the cat speaks and tells Serena how to transform into the hero Sailor Moon.

Everyone thought that they were safe behind the walls until one day when the Titans break through. It is clear that the Titans' only desire is 
to devour humans. In order to get revenge and protect their homes, Eren, Mikasa, and Armin join the Survey Corps to fight back against 
the Titans.

Death Scythes are human hybrid weapons wielded by the Shinigami to rid the world of evil. In order to become a Death Scythe, one must 
consume 99 evil souls and 1 witch. Soul Eater Evans, an aspiring Death Scythe, and his wielder, Maka Albarn work together to consume 
99 evil souls.

Haseo is a player in The World R:2, a new virtual world that was created after The World was destroyed. He soon joins a guild to search 
for the mysterious Key of the Twilight.

Saiga Tatsumi is a former war photographer who is investigating a club for the rich when he is accidently caught. Before he is about to be 
killed, he gains the special ability to destroy anything with his camera from a girl named Kagura.

Ayumu was your ordinary high school boy until he was killed and revived as a zombie by the quiet necromancer Eucliwood. Soon after, 
strange characters begin appearing in Ayumu’s life such as magical girls and vampire ninjas.

Every perverted teenage boy dreams of having his own harem. Things start to look on the bright side for Issei Hyoundou until the girl he 
was dating kills him and he’s revived by a devil girl who takes him has her servant.



6-136 Serial Experiments Lain 4 Series MP Dub

6-136 Eden of the East 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 Birdy the Mighty: Decode 4 Series 14P Dub
6-136 Blood-C: The Last Dark 4 Movie MP Dub Hunting monsters is a part of Saya Kisaragi’s daily life, but she has no clue what secrets are being hidden from her.

6-136 Ergo Proxy 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 Fairy Tail 4 Series AP Dub
6-136 Haganai 4 Series 14P Dub After transferring to a new school, a student finds friends among his fellow outcasts.

6-136 Mushi-Shi 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 Psycho-Pass 4 Series MP Dub

6-136 Noir 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 Lupin the Third 4 Series 14P Dub

6-136 Ghost Hunt 4 Series 14P Dub

6-152 Death Note 2 Live Action Serie14P Sub
6-152 Hundred 4 Series 14P Sub Mysterious life forms called Savage are trying to invade the Earth and it is up to the wielders of weapons called Hundred to stop them.

6-152 Ace Attorney 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 Always the Two of Us 2 Live Action Serie14P Sub

6-152 Golden Time 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 A Lull in the Sea 4 Series AP Sub

6-152 Erin 4 Series 14P Sub Erin is a young girl that lives in a village that raises Touda. She is a calm and curious girl that learns more about the world as she grows up.

6-152 Persona 4 the Golden ANIMATION 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 Flying Witch 4 Series AP Sub

6-152 Kiznaiver 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 Mobile Suit Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 The Art of Seduction Full Movie Live Action Film 14P Sub

Lain Iwakura receives an email one day, which would not be so strange if it weren’t from her classmate who had just committed suicide. 
Lain is dragged into a world called the Wired, a virtual world, where she encounters various mysteries.

Saki never expected to get involved in a high stakes game of life and death and the fate of Japan when she met Akira Takizawa on her 
graduation trip. Unbeknownst to her, Akira and several others are in a battle royale using massive bank accounts.

Travelling the galaxy hunting for criminals, Federation Investigator Birdy finds herself on Earth, but during a mission she accidently kills the 
human Senkawa. In order to save him, she takes his consciousness into herself and now they share one body.

People now live in domed cities along with robots called AutoReivs. However, the AutoReivs keep getting infected by the Cogito virus, 
causing them to go mad. Mayer is investigating the Cogito virus and encounters the mysterious Proxy.

Fairy Tail is a wizards’ guild in the town of Magnolia. Lucy Heartfilia leaves home to join this guild and forms a team with other members. 
They set off on guild missions to stop criminals, demons, and more. 

Ginko is a Mushi-shi, someone who studies Mushi, the most primitive life forms on the planet. Because Mushi are so primitive, most 
humans are not able to perceive them and so understanding is limited. Ginko tries to further his knowledge of Mushi and solves problems 
caused by them in the process.

In the future, crimes are stopped before they are committed by measuring a person’s psycho-pass. Akane Tsunemori is a rookie Inspector 
that soon discovers that the psycho-pass system and society’s way of managing crime is not what it seems.

“Noir” is the name of the assassin duo Mireille Bouquet and Kirika Yuumura. When they first meet, Kirika is suffering from amnesia and 
has no clue as to why she excels at killing people. Mireille feels that they are somehow related and the two of them set out to find out more 
about their past.

Lupin III is the greatest thief in the world, taking after his grandfather, the thief Arsene Lupin. Lupin and his team steal valuable objects, but 
not before sending the owners a warning in order to spice things up. They are constantly chased by Inspector Koichi Zenigata, who never 
seems to catch a break.

The Shibuya Psychic Research center exists to investigate paranormal activities and hunt down ghosts. Mai Taniyama gets dragged into 
the group when she accidently breaks one of their cameras.

Death Gods control when and how people die by writing in their Death Notes. When Light Yagami, comes into possession of a Death Note, 
he sets out to punish all of the criminals in the world. However, he soon catches the eye of L, the world’s greatest detective.

Phoenix Wright is a rookie attorney trying to make his way in a tough legal system. Aspiring to be one of the best defense attorneys, 
Phoenix faces off against some of the toughest prosecutors in order to prove his clients' innocence. With the help of his mentor, Mia Fey, 
and her spirit medium sister, Maya, Phoenix pulls off one turnabout after another.

Two childhood friends, Mizuho and Kenta find their way to Tokyo in pursuit of their dreams. Mizuho is an ambitious woman, but when she 
loses her chance to become a novelist, she moves in with Kenta, who is a bit of a pushover but a popular TV and radio writer.

Banri Tada is a freshman in law school, but because of an accident, can’t remember some parts of his past. He starts to get close to a 
sassy girl named Kouko Kaga, but when he starts to remember his past with “Linda”, things start to get complicated.

The people of the land and the people of the sea have a peaceful, but somewhat uneasy relationship. When four childhood friends from 
the sea are forced to attend school on land, they learn the true history behind the separation between the people of the land and the sea.

Yu Narukami has just moved to a new town, but he soon discovers a distorted TV World. Using the power of Persona, he helps a girl 
named Marie to regain her memory.

When witches turn 15, they are supposed to leave home. Now that Makoto is 15, her family sends her off to Aomori to live with her aunt 
and continue to improve her witchcraft. Along with her cousins Kei and Chinatsu, Makoto spends every day peacefully enjoying everyday 
activities.

The theory is that people will understand each other better if they could feel each other’s pain. In an effort to prove this point, a group of 
high school classmates are connected to each other using the kiznaiver system against their will. They can now feel the pain that the 
others feel.

After a massive war nearly 300 years ago, the Earth is split into four economic blocs with control over Mars. When a group of orphans 
have had enough listening to their mercenary masters, they rebel and form their own mercenary group. Their first mission is to escort a girl 
calling for better Martian relations to Earth.

For top-rate “players”, dating is just a game. When two of these players, Min-jun and Ji-won, end up targeting each other, they find that 
their usual tactics don’t get the results they normally do. Who will win this game of seduction?



6-152 BBK/BRNK 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 The Asterisk War 4 Series 14P Sub

6-152 My Girlfriend is an Agent Full Movie Live Action Film 14P Sub

6-152 Log Horizon 4 Series AP Sub

6-152 Active Raid 4 Series 14P Sub

6-132 Love Hina 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 The Tower of Druaga 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 The Legend of Legendary Heroes 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Tenchi Muyo! 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Space Dandy 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 School Rumble 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Sgt. Frog 4 Series AP Dub

6-132 Initial D 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Samurai Champloo 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 .hack//Sign 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Spice and Wolf 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 One Piece 4 Series AP Dub

6-132 Princess Jellyfish 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Cowboy Bepop 4 Series 14P Dub

6-132 Fruits Basket 4 Series AP Dub

6-132 Panty & Stocking with Garterbelt 4 Series MP Dub

6-132 Eureka Seven 4 Series 14P Dub

Azuma Kazuki lived a peaceful life with his sister and parents on Treasure Island until it was all lost and he ends up in Japan. Ten years 
later, he is taken by a group of armed men, but is rescued by people who are able to use weapons called Bubuki. Azuma then learns that 
he can use Bubuki too.

When his older sister goes missing, Ayato Amagiri decides to find out what happened to her. This leads to him enrolling in Seidoukan 
Academy, one of the elite schools for Genestella, people with special powers. Genestella students duel each other to rise up in the 
rankings.

When a dangerous weapon is stolen from Korea by a dangerous Russian group, two agents are tasked with stopping them. The problem? 
The two agents are dating each other, but neither knows who the other agent is.

Elder Tale was a fun MMORPG based on a fantasy world until all of the gamers became trapped in the game, unable to log out. Making 
the most of the situation, Shiroe uses strategy to negotiate and win battles to bring stability to the city.

The Mobile Assault Division is a police force that stops criminals who have decided to use exoskeletons to commit crimes. Unfortunately, 
this division tends to cause a lot of collateral damage. The young Asami Kazari is brought in to fix the Mobile Assault Division.

Keitaro made a promise long ago to meet the girl of his dreams again at Tokyo University. The problem? He needs to get accepted first. He 
decides to stay at his grandma’s inn to focus on his studies, but discovers it has been turned into a female dormitory.

The tower of Druaga in the country of Uruk is inhabited by demons, but also contains the legendary Blue Crystal Rod. When the Summer 
of Anu arrives and the demons lose their power, Uruk’s army plans to suppress the demons.

Due to a war that took many of Ryner Lute’s friends and classmates, he vows to make the world a better place. Now that the fighting has 
ended, he is on a journey to find relics of heroes long past.

It’s not common for girls to fall out of the sky and into a boy’s life, unless of course your name is Tenchi Masaki. With space pirates, galaxy 
police officers and more, living in rural Japan never seemed more exciting.

Dandy is an alien hunter seeking out undiscovered species; however, he can never seem to get his hands on one. Together with the robot 
vacuum QT and cat-like alien Meow, they explore the galaxy.

It is springtime and love is in the air, but sometimes your feelings don’t get through, especially if the one you like is totally clueless. School 
Rumble’s eccentric cast includes a motorcycle-riding badass, clumsy happy-go-lucky girl, an “ojou-sama” and more all caught up in a web 
of love triangles.

Frog Sergeant Keroro is beginning his plans for his Space Army to invade the Earth. First, he must establish a headquarters and decides 
to set it up at the home of Fuyuki and Natsumi. The two siblings welcome Keroro to their home, but what will happen with the invasion of 
the Earth?

Who says a tofu delivery man can’t be a street racer? Takumi Fujiwara lives for the road and won’t let anything stop him from racing the 
streets.

One day Mugen comes across some samurai harassing the waitress Fuu Kasumi at her teahouse and decides to fight them. Mugen then 
ends up fighting Jin and the two of them accidently destroy Fuu’s teahouse and kill the magistrate’s son. Mugen and Jin are arrested, but 
Fuu rescues them hires them as bodyguards.

The World is a world of fantasy with adventurers, magic, and monsters. Tsukasa is a young Wavemaster that suffers from amnesia. Not 
remembering much about his past is difficult enough, but then Tsukasa discovers that he can’t log out of The World.

When the travelling merchant, Kraft Lawrence, stops by a small town, he never expected pick up a wolf god as a passenger. Since Holo 
the Wise Wolf is no longer worshipped by the townsfolk, she enlists the help of Lawrence to take her back North in exchange for business 
advice. 

Luffy is a pirate out seeking adventure and treasure. Together with his crew, they travel across the Grand Line and run into all sorts of 
crazy situations as they search for One Piece, the greatest treasure.

Tsukimi Kurashita is obsessed with jellyfish, so she was naturally upset when she saw one being mistreated, but when the beautiful 
Kuranosuke Koibushi steps in the save the jellyfish, Tsukimi is in awe. Koibuchi joins Tsukimi’s friends and shows them how to be more 
confident and stylish.

Spike Spiegel and his crew aboard the Bebop are bounty hunters that fly the solar system looking for their next fugitive. Along the way, 
they pick up some strange characters, like a genetically engineered dog, sexy femme fatale, and a super-hacker kid.

The Souma family is cursed; they turn into animals of the zodiac when they are hugged by the opposite gender. Tooru Honda accidently 
discovers the Souma secret when she camps out in the woods, not realizing it’s the Souma family backyard, and ends up turning one of 
the Soumas into a cat.

Panty is a gun-toting sex fiend while Stocking is a sword-wielding candy lover. The two former angels were kicked out of heaven for their 
bad behaviour. Together with afro priest, Garterbelt, they fight the baddies of Daten City in order to repent and get back to heaven.

Renton Thurston is an avid lifter, someone who surfs the trapar, a form of energy that is present in the air. One day a robot piloted by a girl 
named Eureka crashes into his room and he is recruited to be her co-pilot.
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